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Roman holiday

Following the trail of ancient civilisations, Regina Winkle-Bryan takes
a food-lover’s jaunt along the Catalonian coast in a smart Mercedes

Cadaqués has retained
its small-town charm

FLY TO barcelona three times daily. brusselsairlines.com

My husband and I are standing near a pile of dusty rocks. “This is where
12th-century mill where the elegant El Molí de L’Escala restaurant can be
the Romans had their bacchanals. Nothing was taboo and there was lots
spied through a stone archway. Within the ancient stone walls chef Jordi
of wine,” says our guide. What is left of the room looks too compact to
Jacas whips up his interpretation of paella, which combines two types of
hold much of a party, but then people were smaller in the sixth century
rice and seafood. Each of the 10 dishes on the tasting menu is paired
BC when the Greeks built Emporion (about an hour north of Barcelona),
with a Catalan wine, beginning with cava, and ending with moscatel, a
a town later taken over by the Romans. “Imagine the Roman table laid
dessert wine from the Covest vineyards.
with condiments like fisheye marmalade and fermented fish-intestine
Then we climb, dip and twirl around hairpin bends along the one
sauce,” continued our effusive guide. Two thousand years later the
narrow road that connects the freeway and Cadaqués. The
Costa Brava is still known for its wine; fortunately the
Mercedes’ air-sprung suspension handles nimbly and
seafood recipes have changed, hence our little
we barely feel the perilous turns, which are the
foodie roadtrip along this dramatic coast.
reason Cadaqués is still a quaint fishing hamlet
In search of both Michelin-starred jewels and
and not an overdeveloped resort town.
prized but humble local haunts, we take off in our
A walk along the promenade leads us to
C250 BlueTEC, Mercedes-Benz’s premium
Compartir for dinner, a newish restaurant opened by
medium-range ride. The silver car glints in the sun,
elBulli alumni in 2012. As its name suggests, dishes are
//SPEC
slightly sporty in appearance and beautifully sleek inside. We
presented as large tapas (raciones), ideal for sharing. We
2014 Mercedes-Benz
enter the coordinates for our route into the car’s tabletsplit my husband’s marinated sardines served in a liquid
C250 BlueTEC
sized GPS. We have done our homework, asked around and
salad, my cod fritters with honey foam and a bottle of white
Performance
listed the places that take our fancy along this beautiful
Martín Faixó Perafita. When the ‘cheesecake’ pudding with
Lightweight, excellent
aerodynamic, agile handling
stretch of coastal Spain. Our first stop after the Roman ruins
raspberries arrives on a porcelain oyster shell at the end of
is Hostal Empúries’ beachside restaurant, Villa Teresita.
the meal, I change my mind about sharing.
Engine
2.1-litre four-cylinder
Chef Rafa Peña, who also heads Gresca in Barcelona,
Pleased with Martín Faixó’s vintage, we stop at the
turbo-charged 204bhp
prepares a seasonal feast using organic ingredients. The
vineyard just outside Cadaqués the following morning.
Top speed/acceleration
main course is a whole, fried scorpionfish, served upright
Under the shade of an olive tree we sample six wines
246km/h; 0-100 km/h:
with a mohawk of crispy fins. Like the Greeks, Peña serves
after a tour of the small cellar. Labels from the region,
6.6 seconds
the catch of the day fresh from the Mediterranean.
called Alt Empordà, are increasingly popular, and Martín
Price
€44,450
The following afternoon we swap Greek ruins for a
Faixó is a good introduction to what’s available. We decide
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to avoid the Roman approach at the winery, and sip the
fruit of the vine with unhurried moderation.
A couple of hours later we are back in the Merc
zipping westwards to Figueres, Salvador Dalí’s birthplace
and home to the Dalí Museum, where the artist is buried.
Lunch at El Motel is a cinch after visiting the weird and
wonderful museum. A culinary icon in the area, El
Motel’s menu has inspired many, including Ferran Adrià,
who created a version of their mint sorbet at elBulli.
During our meal, things get decidedly Roman when chef
Jaume Subirós sends over an appetiser of battered
anchovy skeletons, eaten intact like crackers. They are
utterly delicious, as is each course that follows.
Approaching the halfway point in our road trip, we
steer the Mercedes south. We’ve been on the road for a
few days, but we still have a half of a tank of petrol left.
The C250 leads the ‘lightweight rankings’ in its class,
meaning a saving on fuel consumption by up to 20%
without any loss of performance. Happy with our
savings, we turn off at Girona in search of dessert.
Residents claim that if you want to return to Girona
you must kiss the lioness sculpture at the city’s gate on
the rump. We pat her well-worn haunches before walking
off lunch along Girona’s medieval ramparts, which afford
views over slouching red rooftops and the Onyar river.
The once-Roman thoroughfare, La Via Augusta, cuts
across the old Jewish quarter, and we follow it to
Rocambolesc, Jordi Roca’s gourmet ice cream shop.
Apple pie ice cream with cookie-crumble topping
on a bench by the waterside hits the spot.
The fortified fishing community of Tossa de Mar is
the last little dot on our map. We have saved the best
for last: lunch at Michelin-starred Cuina de Can Simón.
Over three hours we enjoy an elegant parade of dishes
including net-caught calamari and scallops with Iberian
ham. Chef Xavier Lores Gelpi has gathered rosemary
for the icy granizado dessert from nearby
hillsides. As we linger over coffee we realise
that calamari and rosemary were
probably Roman staples, their
versions served with a
soupçon of fisheye jam.

n El Molí de L’Escala +34 972 774
727, molidelescala.com

n Hostal Spa Empúries +34 972 770
207, hostalempuries.com

n Hotel Ciutat de Girona +34 972
483 038, hotelciutatdegirona.com

n Rocambolesc +34 972 416 667,
rocambolesc.com

n El Motel +34 972 500 562,
ca.hotelemporda.com/restaurant

on the road

n Hotel Tramuntana +34 972 259
270, hotel-tramuntana-cadaques.com

n Cuina de Can Simón +34 972 341
269, restaurantcansimon.com

eat, sleep, stay

n Compartir +34 972 251 006,
compartircadaques.com
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